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Problem Statement
The use of social networking applications on smartphones
is on the rise.
91% of smartphone users go online to socialize (Smart
Intent Index, 2010).

Potential evidence could be held on these devices.
Previous research has been limited to the recovery of
very basic information related to the use of SN
applications on smartphones.
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Problem Statement

Figure 1. Most widely used smartphones.
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Problem Statement

Figure 2. The rise in using SN applications on smartphones.
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Problem Statement
This research focused on conducting forensic analysis on three widely
used social networking applications on smartphones:
Facebook

Twitter
MySpace
The tests were conducted on three popular smartphones:
BlackBerrys

iPhones
Android phones
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Goal of Research

Investigate whether activities performed through SN
applications were stored on the smartphone’s internal
memory. If so, the amount, significance, and location of the
data that could be found and retrieved from the logical
image (backup) of each device were determined.
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Goal of Research
The results of this study can be of great assistance to
smartphone forensic examiners in locating significant data
in cases involving social networks.
It can also provide the basis for creating digital forensics
tools to extract and reconstruct social networking data
from a variety of modern smartphones.
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Related Work
Burnette (2002) discussed the forensic examination of
older versions of BlackBerrys and covered the hardware
and software used for acquisition.
Later research provided foundational concepts on forensic
analyses of the new generations of smart phones (e.g.,
BlackBerry and iPhone) (Punja & Mislan, 2008).
A forensic examination of iPhone 3GS’s  logical  image  
showed that a database related to the Facebook
application  is  stored  on  the  phone’s  memory.  The  
database stores data for each friend in the list, including
their names, ID numbers, and phone number (Bader &
Baggili, 2010).
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Related Work
A  forensic  examination  of  an  Android’s  logical  image  
showed that basic Facebook friend information is stored
in the contacts database (contacts.db) (Lessard &
Kessler, 2010).
It also showed that the device stores Twitter passwords
and Twitter updates performed through the Twitter
application in plain text (Lessard & Kessler, 2010).
Forensic research papers on BlackBerry phones and
Windows smartphones, did not mention finding or
recovering any data related to the use of social
networking applications.
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Limitation
Logical backup and analysis.
iPhone, BlackBerry and Android.
Facebook, Twitter, Myspace.
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Methodology
Manual forensic examinations and analysis were
performed on three commonly used social networking
applications on three popular smartphones.
The experiments were conducted using forensically sound
approaches and under forensically acceptable conditions.
The test and examination procedure was derived from the
Computer Forensics Tool Testing program guidelines
established by NIST to ensure the quality of the testing
methods and the reliability and validity of the results.
The research aimed to work with realistic data similar to
that found in an actual investigation.
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Methodology
Instruments:
Two Blackberry Torch 9800 phones (software version: 6.0 Bundle
862).
Two iPhone 4 devices, 32GB (version 4.3.3 8J2).
One Android phone (Samsung GT-i9000 Galaxy S - Firmware version
2.3.3).
Facebook, Twitter, and MySpace applications for each tested phones.

BlackBerry Desktop Software (version 6.1.0 B34).
Apple iTunes Application (version 10.4.0.80).
TextPad (version 4.5.2).

Plist Editor for Windows (version 1.0.1).
SQLite Database Browser (version 1.3).
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Methodology
Instruments
DCode (version 4.02a).
EnCase (version 6.5).
A software USB write-blocker (Thumbscrew).

USB data cables.
A Micro SD card.
A Micro SD card reader
Odin3 (version 1.3).
MyBackup Rerware, LLC (version 2.7.7).
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Methodology

Scenarios

• Conduct common user activities on SN applications on the
smartphones.

• Acquire a logical image of the internal memory of each device.
As the tested phones had three different operating systems,
specific tools and configurations were required to manually
Logical
acquire a logical image of each device.
Acquisition

Analysis

• Perform manual forensic examinations to the acquired logical
image of each device.

Figure 3. The three main stages of the methodology.
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Scenarios
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Application

Performed Activities
Login with username:
infected.mushroom2011@hotmail.com and
password: mushroom77
Post in news feed
Upload photos + captions
Send email messages
Post on friend’s wall
Instant messaging (chat)
View profiles of friends
Login with username:
infected.mushroom2011@hotmail.com and
password: mushroom246
Follow people
Post tweets
Upload photos
Login with username:
infected.mushroom2011@hotmail.com and
password: mushroom888
Upload pictures
Add friends
Change status
Check emails
Send emails
Post comments
View profiles

Comments

Methodology

Facebook

Twitter

MySpace

Did not function for Android

Table 1. Activities performed on each application of each tested device
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Logical Acquisition
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Logical Acquisition
Blackberry
1.

Performed using BlackBerry Desktop Software.

2.

A USB software write-blocker was utilized to preserve
the  integrity  of  the  device’s  data  and  prevent  any  
alteration or contamination to the original data stored
on the device.

3.

Automatic Synchronization was disabled.

4.

The logical bit-by-bit image was created manually by
performing a full backup of the device. An IPD file was
created, and the default file location was ~\My
Documents\BlackBerry\Backup
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Logical Acquisition
iPhone
1.

Performed using Apple iTunes application.

2.

A USB software write-blocker could not be used.

3.

Automatic Synchronization was disabled.

4.

The logical bit-by-bit image was created manually by
performing a full backup of the device. A backup
directory was created and placed at:
C:\Users\[user]\AppData\Roaming\Apple
Computer\MobileSync\Backup\[unique identifier]
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Logical Acquisition
Android
1.

Device had to be rooted.

2.

Acquisition performed using MyBackup Rerware, LLC.

3.

Backup files (data files) were stored on an external
Micro SD card.
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Examination and Analysis
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Examination and Analysis - BlackBerry
Acquisition resulted in the creation of a single proprietary
IPD file.
The  file  had  a  unique  header  “Inter@ctive Pager
Backup/Restore  File”.  
The file contained databases of user data and
configurations.

No traces of social networking activities performed during
the test were found.
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Examination and Analysis - iPhone
Acquisition resulted in the creation of a folder with a
unique alphanumeric name, which contained hundreds of
backed up files.

Figure 4. iPhone backup files.
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Examination and Analysis - iPhone
Examining the backup files in a text editor showed that
they are in binary format or plain text that may contain
encapsulated images, SQLite database files, or other plist
files.
Files were viewed and examined according to their
headers  (e.g.,  “SQLite  format  3”,  “bplist00”).
Tools used: Plist Editor for Windows, SQLite Database
Browser, Text Editor, and EnCase.
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Facebook Artifacts- iPhone
Type of
evidence file

SQLite
Database

SQLite
Database

Plist

Location of evidence
within the backup files

6639cb6a02f32e020385
1f25465ffb89ca8ae3fa

9f2140d8e87b45a9bb5d
fc813fd2299c02851e6b

384eb9e62ba50d7f3a21
d9224123db62879ef423

Type of evidence

Data of Facebook Friends:
Profile IDs
First/Last names
URL of profile pictures
Phone numbers
Email addresses
Traces of previous activities:
Uploading photos
Posting comments
User name
Profile ID
Nature of activity
Timestamps (UNIX)
User details:
Last email used to login
Profile ID
User name
URL of profile picture
Details of all users that have previously logged into FB.
Details of friends with active chat session +
Timestamps.

Table 2. Facebook artifacts found in the iPhone logical backup files.
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Facebook Artifacts- iPhone

Figure 5. Traces of uploading photos and posting comments using the iPhone
Facebook application.
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Facebook Artifacts- iPhone

Figure 6. The actual photos and comments as presented on the
Facebook website.
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Twitter Artifacts- iPhone
Type of
evidence
file

Plist

Plist

Location of
evidence within the
backup files

Type of evidence

User information:
eb8899d553cf56308 User name
0453f9a366600de1d URL of profile picture
cf6286
Tweets posted by the user
Timestamps (absolute time value)
User information
Data of people followed by the
user:
f77282c60c3cee3ffce
Usernames
4a8bba2760fd954d4
Details from their profile pages
921f
URL of profile pictures
Posted tweets
Timestamps
Table 3. Twitter artifacts found in the iPhone logical backup files.
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MySpace Artifacts- iPhone
Type of
evidence
file

Location of
evidence within the
backup files

SQLite
Database

User information:
48598f280bb577d1e
User name
68aaddadccba35c54
Posted comments
acbb48
Timestamps (absolute time value)

Plist

Type of evidence

e5cb579c7bdf12b99
User information:
6bd865ecf6290ab94
Username + password (in clear text)
374abd
Table 4. MySpace artifacts found in the iPhone logical backup files.
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MySpace Artifacts- iPhone

Figure 7. MySpace username and password.
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Examination and Analysis - Android
Acquisition resulted in the creation of a folder with three
archive files, one for each SN application.

Figure 8. Android backup files.
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Facebook Artifacts- Android
Type of
evidence
file

SQLite
Database

Image Files

Location of
evidence within the
backup files

fb.db

files folder

Type of evidence
Tables that held records of:
Created albums
Chat messages
Friends
Friends data
Mailbox messages
Uploaded photos
Pictures that the user had viewed
within the FB Android application
Uploaded pictures

Table 5. Facebook artifacts found in the Android logical backup files.
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Facebook Artifacts- Android

Figure 9. Records of Facebook friends.

Figure 10. Records of Facebook mailbox messages.
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Twitter Artifacts- Android
Type of
evidence
file

SQLite
Database

Location of
evidence within the
backup files

342525691.db

Type of evidence
Tables that held records of:
Posted tweets
Photos
Friends
Users
Other activities

Table 6. Twitter artifacts found in the Android logical backup files.
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Twitter Artifacts- Android

Figure 11. Records of posted tweets.
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MySpace Artifacts- Android
Type of
evidence
file
SQLite
Database
SQLite
Database

Location of
evidence within the
backup files
webview.db

webviewCache.db

Type of evidence

Username + password of
MySpace user.

Cookies + cache files

Table 7. MySpace artifacts found in the Android logical backup files.
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Twitter Artifacts- Android

Figure 12. MySpace username and password stored in the webview.db file.
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Conclusion and Future Work
Recovered artifacts and traces related to the use of social
networking applications on a variety of smartphones using
different operating systems.
Logical Acquistion
The tested social networking applications were
Facebook, Twitter, and MySpace, which were used on
BlackBerrys, iPhones, and Androids.

The forensic analysis determined the:
Amount
Significance
Location
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Conclusion and Future Work
No traces of social networking activities could be
recovered from BlackBerrys.
iPhones and Android phones stored a significant amount
of valuable data that could be recovered and used by the
forensic investigator.

Results should help examiners/practioners
Study provides the basis for creating digital forensics tools
to extract and reconstruct social networking data from a
variety of modern smartphones.
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